ACOM’s AP Process Automation Solutions

How Does Accounts Payable
Process Automation Work?
ACOM’s AP Process Automation Solutions
use Readsoft’s OCR engine, the industry’s
top technology for Intelligent Data Capture
(IDC). IDC is an advanced technology that’s
causing a fundamental shift in the way
businesses read and process paper and
electronic documents.
What you get is faster processing, lower
headcount, timely and accurate information;
not to mention the positive impact on your
bottom line. Here’s how your organization
benefits:

Manual Keying Is Eliminated, Reducing
Administrative Costs and Error Rates
Any incoming invoice is automatically captured
and sorted by buyer, supplier, country, and
invoice type. Relevant information is then
extracted, classified and intelligently launched
through direct processing, workflow and
approval routing and secure archival.
Automate and control the unmanaged data
and processes you need to run your business
making data entry faster, less expensive and
more accurate.

Automated ERP Synchronization with
Write-through to GL with Sage ERP
systems
Take AP Automation to new levels and complete
AP Transactions automatically, with writethrough to General Ledger from a completed
workflow approval.
Manual data imports or exports are eliminated!

How Does Accounts Payable Process Automation Work?

Direct access from your Sage screens
for better answers, faster business
processes and more satisfied customers
Put an end to inconvenient & unnecessary
toggling between ERP and business application
screens with instant access to AP, financial and
any related documents… directly from your
Sage ERP screens.

Track modifications to financial and supporting
business-critical documents, when they were
made and by whom. Audit-ready, as the
system maintains documents always in their
proper version… readily available through ERP
or throughout the enterprise.

Create a productivity jolt for customer service
with immediate answers and faster processing.

Consolidate all of your organization’s core
document-centric information into one place,
transforming all of your paper into manageable,
electronic information for immediate access
and with centralized visibility.

SOX and Regulatory Compliance-Ready

Manage who has access to what information,
what they can do with it and how fast.

A complete audit trail keeps track of what
has happened to the invoices and supporting
documents at every step of the process, (who
did what and when, and any steps pending).
EZCM’s system policy-based Records
Retention helps organizations comply with
the requirements, restrictions and guidelines
of financial legislation such as Sarbanes Oxley
and FASB standards.
And complete visibility delivers new levels of
efficiency and improved cost control.
AP Processing an Integral Part of
your Enterprise-Wide Content
Management System
ACOM’s EZContentManager (EZCM) is an
intelligent Enterprise Content Management
solution, enabling companies to automate the
paper intensive processes in accounting &
finance, administration, human resources and
in every department.

The boost in efficiency and productivity
makes ROI a rapid reality for any
organization.
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